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Many consumers are unsure if they can consider reglazing glasses with varifocals or bi-focals as
these are more complex lenses. These lens types work on the basis of a variety of lenses
incorporated into one. Hence, these are considered challenging reglaze tasks as there are more
than two eye correction levels in one lens. Its complexity demands the highest skill from any optical
experts to ensure minimal distortion.

Poor quality varifocals would have a higher level of distortion which gives the wearer much difficulty
in focusing whereas reglazing high end varifocals would need great skills to blend the varied power
strengths for a more effective viewing and comfort.

Cost factor

Reglazing bi-focals or varifocals need not be expensive if the consumer understands the process
and the type of lens most suitable for themselves. It may not be necessary to obtain bi-focals or
varifocals if budget is an important factor to consumers. They can consider single vision lenses if
they can adjust to changing glasses for the different tasks. It would give them more opportunities to
look trendy with different pairs of frames.

For those who prefer convenience or the simplicity of â€œone frame fits allâ€•, varifocals or bi-focals are
the better choice. If there is no variation of the prescription over the years, varifocals or bi-focals
would make a good investment. Varifocals wearers tend to have their glasses on most of the time to
perform the different daily tasks. Hence, a good investment is recommended on quality lenses.

Varifocal brands

Skilled and experienced reglazing experts would be able to handle any type of varifocal in the
market. There may be a myriad of brands ranging from low end to high end such as Seiko, Essilor,
Nikon, Zeiss and Hoya; a skilled reglaze optician would be able to reglaze the varifocals for the
consumers easily for a comfortable viewing.

The reglazing process of varifocals may be more complicated than other types of lens but with the
proper care and skill, effective and comfortable varifocals can be reglazed. Varifocals may also
incorporate scratch-resistant feature as well as anti-reflective feature for a higher comfort and
convenience. These features make the lenses hardy and cheaper over the long run unless the
lenses are carelessly handled in some form to cause cracks and breakages.

Reglaze order

The reglaze order for varifocals is the same as for other lenses. The consumer can request for a
Freepost pack to send over the frames and prescription for an evaluation and quotation by the
reglaze experts before the lenses are reglazed and resent to the consumer.
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Bobby Barret - About Author:
Welcome to ReglazeMyGlasses, We are the No1 site for fitting (reglazing) prescription lenses into
frames. We also deals in a Reglazing Glasses.  We have combined the low cost benefits of ordering
online with the 1 to  1 Customer Service you would expect from your optician. a Visit Our Website
for more info.
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